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WATER TREATMENT METHODS AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
AT INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

The Danube basin is polluted by industrial paints sewage. The sewage contains
compounds of heavy metals - nickel, iron, copper, chromium, zinc, which are to at their
low concentrations. The most promising technologies to solve the probe industrial water
supply systems. We have developed several technologies (paten reuse the heavy metals,
or to produce final products). We have estimated that nickel electroplating processes
usually utilise about 2 Authors have proposed two technologies for nickel recycle. The
first one allow nickel from waste. The final product is the nickel salt of required purity.
The requires simple, standard industrial equipment. Only widely available chemical
process. Power consumption is about 0.3 kWh per ton of waste electrolyte. The waste-free
technology to replace binding oxides in ground enamels with the mat electroplating
waste. At the present time only pure oxides in ground enamels with the mat electroplating
waste. At the present time only pure oxides of nickel and cobalt oxides. Processing
electroplating waste we obtain new material - Nikelite-T - oxides. We have developed the
technology for copper recycle from sewage and sludge of production. Besides that the
technology allows also to produce ferromagnetic's highly efficient for heavy metal ions, it
might be separated from solutions sorbent might be reused after its regeneration. Residual
concentrations of hea this treatment are less than 0.1 - 0.2 mg/1. We have reached similar
levels of water purification, using another inorganic. The latter sorbent is a modified
zeolite based on mineral ore from Western Ukraine. We have developed the technology
for pigment production from chromium-containing sludge. This technology, in particular,
includes production of ceramic pigment and sludge. These technologies allow to improve
substantially the state of environment wit cut hereO.? bez konca?
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POLLUTION SOURCES AND GROUNDWATER QUALITY IN THE COASTAL
REGION OF THE YUGOSLAV PART OF THE DANUBE

In order to assess the vulnerability and risk of the aquifer system in the Yugoslav part of
the Danube, as the primary source of drinking water for a numerically substantial
community, industrial purposes and irrigation, as well as a high concentration of civil,
industrial and agricultural activities (hence, a potential source of pollution of the
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groundwater resources through land occupation and use as well as the disposal of solid
and liquid wastes), a great hydrogeophysical exploration was performed. Within the
lower part of the plain, exploratory test of Salinac field, near Smederevo town, was
particularly investigated. The reason why is because that part is also an area of the mouth
of the Velika Morava into the Danube, where Derdap reservoir is located. Task of complex
exploration was to delineate the aquifer, obtain appropriate parameters (groundwater
level, groundwater chemistry, clay content, filtration characteristics and physical
parameters of geological functions), as well as to map the aquifer vulnerability, in order
to prevent and moderate a harmful influence of the performed reservoir on the
environment (increased groundwater infiltration from the reservoir into surrounding
rocks, permanent groundwater level raising, etc.). Based on the results, zoning of the
study area according to the aquifer vulnerability has been done. Then, land-use planning
and development of strategy for groundwater protection and management was possible.

In the paper, not only sources of contamination, characteristics of pollutants and their
influence on the groundwater quality was presented, but also content of organic matters,
phosphates and nitrogen compounds, etc. Further, measures of protection and
management are discussed, as well as the appropriate legal regulations.
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RIVERS VERSUS URBAN DEVELOPMENT - FRONT OR BACK ORIENTATION?

Polish scholars, such as Eugeniusz Romer, Gerald Labuda, Wojciech Cwiatkiewicz and
Ewa Chojecka, had often stressed the fact that in the history of our continent rivers played
a considerable cultural role, shaped human settlements, intertwined with the history of
states, towns and nations, became one of the main features determining the correctness of
architectural and urban projects. Numerous towns and cities grew on their banks,
dominated by mighty fortified castles and splendid palace-cum-garden residences, with
ample churches and monastery complexes. Great civilisations were born and developed
in river basins, and great cultures in their estuaries.

Along with lakes and seas, rivers embellished the natural landscape and became an
important element of transformed landscape, today called the culrurescape. River banks
witnessed great spectacles of life; here the inhabitants of towns and villages went for
walks, fished and washed their clothes, played and rested or even performed sacred rites.

A particular role in the history of Poland and its social and cultural development was
played by the largest Polish river, the Vistula. Ever since the Palaeolithic era it was a
trading route, and at the beginning of Polish statehood it became a waterway, down
which salt, grain, timber and building stone were transported. Its northern part
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